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Urban living has become the norm for more than half of humanity. The most rapidly urbanizing regions are in Africa and Asia, where many countries rely on foreign assistance. As international donors seek to achieve long-term development and humanitarian goals, urbanization will present a host of opportunities and challenges. It is worth noting that there is not a single, standard definition or numerical threshold of what constitutes “urban.” This paper takes a broad view, accepting the definitions used in the underlying articles and analysis.¹ To help understand the opportunities and challenges offered by urbanization and the perceptions of foreign assistance professionals regarding current U.S. government foreign assistance and host-government priorities, we conducted a literature survey, new analyses of existing databases, a series of interviews, and a survey of diplomatic missions. Key findings included that more urbanized countries and regions tend to achieve higher educational and health outcomes, as well as increased gender equality; well-planned urbanization can expand delivery
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of critical services including education and healthcare and is tied to improved innovation and economic productivity; and poorly-managed urbanization contributes to heightened inequality, poor governance, and fuel tensions that allow malign groups to operate. Yet interviews and questionnaires confirm that foreign assistance remains disproportionately focused on rural settings and that diplomats often lack credible and sufficient information upon which to base informed and effective decisions. Foreign assistance could be more effective if it had a stronger focus on urban environments.

Introduction

Most of the global human population is now urban. Poorer countries are increasingly urbanizing and reaching urbanization thresholds at lower national income. Within the next 100 years, urbanization rates in the more-developed and less-developed world will be similar. Nearly 90 percent of the increase in urban residents expected by 2050, when some two-thirds of people will be urbanites, will be concentrated in Africa and Asia. This ongoing demographic change modifies the context in which future U.S. foreign assistance will be delivered. It is thus essential to ensure that future U.S. foreign assistance in the context of the urban-rural continuum is strategic and effective. Here, we show data that bolster the argument that foreign assistance in urban settings is lacking, despite both being needed and showing great potential for effectiveness.

Tens of billions of U.S. dollars are committed to foreign assistance every year, and much of that money is administered by the U.S. Department of State and the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). An internal assessment of its urban policy implementation (USAID, 2019) recently concluded that even though “urban programming is underway in every region where USAID is working … there is a perceived institutional bias for rural development.” The reasons for such a bias are unclear but appear quite prevalent in development organizations. Unfortunately, neither the U.S. government nor, as far as we can tell, other governments that provide foreign assistance, regularly collect and share data that allow investments in urban areas to be tracked separately from those in non-urban areas.

We conducted a literature review to assess the current understanding of the challenges and opportunities that global urbanization provides in relation to foreign assistance, then performed new analyses to further explore identified urban implications using existing databases. We also undertook two surveys to explore the perceptions and strategies of U.S. government professionals abroad regarding urbanization in countries that receive U.S. foreign assistance. A full, sector-by-sector analysis of U.S. foreign assistance spending in urban versus rural...
or peri-urban areas would be very useful yet is currently impossible because urban spending is not separately categorized.

Materials and Methods

Literature survey. We reviewed the literature to identify challenges and opportunities offered by urbanization relevant to the six U.S. Department of State categories of foreign assistance: democracy, human rights, and governance (DRG); economic growth; education and social services; global health; humanitarian assistance (HA); and peace and security. We surveyed the peer-reviewed literature and published government and NGO reports, relying on academic search engines, as well as U.S. government (USG) and non-USG professionals with urban expertise, to identify additional sources. The information below is not intended to be comprehensive, but rather to summarize the state of affairs for each sector.

New analyses of existing data. Although urbanization has been of interest to organizations such as the World Bank for some time, prior analyses have not fully utilized the data they and others collected to explore urbanization in the present context. We therefore conducted new analyses, cross-referencing published datasets to further explore trends identified using the literature survey. Urbanization level data, used in many of the analyses, are taken from World Bank database. All statistical analyses were conducted in SPSS 26.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York, United States). No new analyses were conducted on the peace and security sector, where no additional databases were identified as relevant.

Interviews. In November 2019, we visited two U.S. missions in African nations selected because they receive large amounts of U.S. foreign assistance and are relatively early in the process of urbanization. In both, unstructured interviews were held with available employees of the Department of State, USAID, other USG organizations, NGOs, local nationals, and non-U.S. foreign assistance organizations. Interviews lasted from thirty to ninety minutes and were sometimes held over several consecutive days. To minimize concerns with security and human subjects research, we present aggregate information only from this preliminary effort, which was based on unstructured discussions.

Survey. We sent a questionnaire to U.S. missions in select countries that receive U.S. foreign assistance across all regions of the globe. The questionnaire was designed based on findings from the interviews and feedback provided by a number of USG and non-USG professionals working in this broad arena. The survey had twenty-two questions, most of them allowing only a limited set of answers and was administered over the internet in January 2020. All questions asked for an organizational opinion, rather than an individual response, and we
consider them to be representative of USG efforts and opinions in a particular country. Twenty-one responses (> 50 percent response rate) were received. Because of the emergence of the novel coronavirus pandemic soon thereafter, no follow-up messages were sent to non-responding missions.

**Results**

**Literature survey**

1. **Democracy, human rights, and governance (DRG).** Rapid urbanization, especially unplanned urbanization taking the form of slums or informal settlements, can exacerbate societal inequalities, enable elite corruption, and place significant pressures on governance institutions.⁹ Yet urban settings also allow for more gender equality, educational attainment, and workforce access.¹⁰

Cities have been the epicenter of political turmoil. Autocratic governments have responded aggressively by increasing their capacity to spy on urban populations. They often control both access to and sharing of information. China has been among the leaders of this model, exporting it to other countries with titles such as “Safe Cities” to make the technology more palatable. In addition, conflict induces migrations of displaced persons from rural areas to cities¹¹ increasing pressure on municipalities and impacting governance. At the same time, urban density enables collective action that promotes more inclusive governance.¹²

2. **Economic growth and environmental sustainability.** Urbanization is closely tied with national economic well-being.¹³ World Bank and United Nations (UN) data reveal that more than 80 percent of global GDP is generated in cities. Moreover, meeting most UN Sustainable Development Goals requires involvement of urban and local actors, often results in loss of green space, and can decrease biodiversity by removing native habitats.¹⁴ Urban areas also contribute almost 70 percent of global CO₂ emissions.¹⁵ Yet there are also very substantial benefits. As cities grow, opportunities for interaction and innovation increase, resulting in a steady growth in national economic activity, a process called “combinatorial explosion” by economist Paul Romer. Urbanization is not a sufficient condition for economic advancement, however.¹⁶ Cities that lack DRG capacity or institutional structures produce little economic growth while expanding.¹⁷

3. **Education and social services.** Concentration of populations in urban settings makes it easier to deliver educational services.¹⁸ Access to education in general, and higher education in particular, therefore tends to be concentrated in urban settings, primarily in major cities. Access to education is one of the “pull” factors
drawing people from rural to urban settings, a migration that many governments
in developing countries still seek to limit.

4. Global health. Until relatively recently, urban populations were especially
disease-prone and suffered high mortality.\textsuperscript{19} Although today urbanization
generally has beneficial impacts on human health,\textsuperscript{20} there are important differences
in individual outcomes. For example, children of the urban poor fare less well
than those of urban non-poor and, sometimes, rural dwellers—perhaps because of
within-city income-related differences in access to health care.\textsuperscript{21} Other health issues
that can be associated with unplanned urban growth include pollution,\textsuperscript{22} unsafe
drinking water,\textsuperscript{23} and other water, sanitation, and hygiene-related deficiencies, as
well as nutrition that is calorie-rich but nutrient poor, leading to obesity, diabetes,
and other metabolic problems.\textsuperscript{24}

Greater mobility and transportation opportunities increase the risk of new
infectious disease arrival in urban settings, where they can quickly take root and
spread further. The 2019 Worldwide Threat Assessment of the U.S. Intelligence
Community predicted “more frequent outbreaks of infectious diseases because
of rapid unplanned urbanization”—as currently seen in the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{25}
At the same time, urbanization can provide opportunities to deliver better health
services to populations, promoting higher health standards.\textsuperscript{26}

5. Humanitarian assistance. In 2017, USAID was engaged with over fifty countries,
providing food assistance to tens of millions of people. Although it is common to
imagine displaced persons in rural camps, some 60 percent of them were living in
urban areas in 2016. Many displaced persons pause at several cities before settling
permanently. Host populations in underdeveloped cities often lack the resources
to support migrants, often resulting in animosity against already weak and
marginalized populations.\textsuperscript{27}

6. Peace and security. Armed conflicts and organized violence are increasingly
taking place in urban settings.\textsuperscript{28} Cities with poor governance and security can
become hubs for extremist and illicit activity, sometimes coming under the control
of criminal gangs and drug cartels.\textsuperscript{29} Increased connectivity and mobility, as well
as enhanced anonymity in the larger crowd, make urbanites better able to access
information, implement, and export the disruptive plans of both “lone wolves” and
organizations.\textsuperscript{30} However, urban environments can also facilitate peacebuilding,
breaking down group barriers, and formation of factions. When prosperity is
increased, especially for youth, disaffection is reduced and the risk of disorder can
be substantially decreased.\textsuperscript{31}
New analyses of existing data

1. **Democracy, human rights, and governance (DRG).** Countries with higher urbanization rates typically rate more highly on participatory democracy and public-sector corruption. However, economic productivity is a strongly confounding factor. Once GDP is accounted for, the correlation becomes non-significant (participatory democracy index: $r = 0.033$, $p > 0.6$; public sector corruption: $r = 0.130$, $p = 0.096$).

2. **Economic growth and environmental sustainability.** We evaluated all countries ($n = 21$) for which data on both indicators were available for the entire period (1960-2018). Because the data for the low (0-20 percent) and the high (85-100 percent) end of the urbanization range were limited, we also added all countries ($n = 12$) for which data spanned more than 5 years and helped fill in those ranges. Small island nations where the entire population lives in one urban center were excluded as unrepresentative. Gross National Income (GNI) surged dramatically once urbanization reached a certain level--approximately 70 percent (Figure 1). A similar pattern is present across the different regions, indicated by distinct colors. While the process is roughly linear over a broad range of urbanization values, GNI increases sharply once high urbanization is reached. As a consequence, nations with high urbanization levels have significantly higher CO₂ emissions ($\rho = 0.869$, $p < .001$). This relationship remains significant after GDP is factored out (partial correlation between urbanization and CO₂ emissions, accounting for per-capita GDP: partial correlation $r = 0.607$, $p = 0.04$). Urbanization does not consistently affect biodiversity (Principal Component Analysis of economic status, including urbanization and biodiversity, including sustainability. There was no correlation between the two factors [$p \approx 0.8$]).

3. **Education and social services.** Globally, more urbanized countries achieve significantly higher educational outcomes (Figure 2; Spearman’s Rho = 0.625, two-tailed $p < 0.001$) even when GDP is accounted for (partial correlation; df = 175, $r = 0.441$, $p < 0.001$).

4. **Global health.** The relationship between urbanization level and life expectancy (Figure 3) is positive and highly statistically significant (countries: $n = 196$, Spearman’s rho = 0.630, two-tailed $p < 0.001$; regions: $n = 46$, rho = 0.859, two-tailed $p < 0.001$). Significantly better health outcomes, as measured by longevity, remained after accounting for national economic output (partial correlation analysis; countries: $n = 183$, $r = 0.581$, two-tailed $p < 0.001$; regions: $n = 43$, $r = 0.860$, two-tailed $p < 0.001$).
Figure 1. Per capita GNI (standardized to 2010 US Dollars) for countries included in the World Bank’s World Development Indicators database grows as national urbanization increases. Symbols indicate individual countries over time. Colors indicate different regions. Red: African countries (Benin, Burundi, DR Congo, Ethiopia, Gabon, Madagascar, Rwanda, South Africa); light blue: Asian countries (India, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand); cyan: Central American and the Caribbean countries (Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Honduras, Panama, Puerto Rico); green: South American countries (Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay); magenta: North American countries (Canada, Mexico); yellow: Middle Eastern countries (Algeria, Bahrain, Israel); Brown: Australasian countries (Australia); black: European countries (Belgium, Denmark, Malta). Credit: Gad Perry (2020).

Figure 2. More urbanized countries tend to achieve higher educational outcomes. Data for 184 countries taken from urban and economic data from World Bank. Countries denoted by triangles. Credit: Gad Perry (2020).
5. **Humanitarian assistance.** According to the latest summary of recent USAID investments, about 14 percent of 173 projects in forty-three countries, or $2.88 billion in funding, was distributed to projects identified as urban. Urban funding was unrelated to the receiving country’s urbanization level or economic output (Rho = 0.057, p = 0.719 for forty-two countries. When GDP was accounted for, r = 0.045, p = 0.783 for thirty-eight countries).

**Interviews**

Three main insights emerged from the interviews. First, urbanization is proceeding rapidly in two types of countries. In one, the capital city is approaching “megacity” status and is rapidly modernizing; in the other, the capital is by far the largest city, but its population remains under one million. In both types of countries, a slew of much smaller secondary cities exist. In one, these smaller cities attract major immigration from outlying areas, prompted by central government investment in amenities such as higher education institutes. In the other, most secondary cities suffer from inattention and insecurity, but some are being impacted by recent developments in the energy sector. Second, among those interviewed, the general consensus was that U.S. foreign assistance directed towards the urban sector was low (well under 10 percent) in the previous five years and remains low (under 25 percent). They also agree that U.S. foreign assistance investment in urban areas in the next five years should be much higher – about 50 percent, typically. Non-USG interviewees reported similar investment patterns and agreed that the urban sector requires much greater future attention. Third,
there was also a general view that foreign assistance, unless highly concentrated in urban areas, will struggle for impact amidst the vast needs in many capital cities and “megacities,” but targeted investment in “secondary cities” has the potential to yield large return on investment.

Survey

We received responses from twenty countries representing all regions where U.S. foreign assistance is administered. One country was represented by two responses, completed by different individuals occasionally providing contrasting answers. Responses from the two countries in which in-person interviews were held were broadly congruent with what we had been told in person.

Only about half of the posts (12/21 responses) sponsor programs they consider urban. The average percentage of administered budget devoted to self-described urban projects was 39 (range: 0-80; standard deviation = 26.5). The lowest values (0-20 percent) were reported by countries in Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and South America; the highest values (75-80 percent) came from Africa and Asia. Only four countries, three of them reporting low past levels of urban spending, stated that current levels of urban spending have increased. Only eleven missions see urban investment as likely to increase in the next five years, compared to eight that expect similar levels and three that were uncertain. Nonetheless, many respondents feel they are engaging, either directly (n = 8) or by encouraging others to act (n = 4).

The biggest urban challenges expected over the next decade included decaying, insufficient, or poorly planned infrastructure (water, sanitation, transportation, etc.; 16 mentions); unemployment/ economic concentration (8); poverty, hunger, and low-income housing shortage (8); population growth and the youth bulge (6); violence (6); migration, particularly to city centers (4); pollution, especially of air or water (4); climate change and resilience (4); health (4); and traffic (3). Respondents saw the most opportunity for near-future projects to tackle economic improvement for urban youth, often through the private sector, and on urban environmental projects. All but three host countries already view urbanization as a major issue. Asked about existing plans to address urban challenges, the most common response (n=9) was that the government (national or municipal) has or is initiating relevant projects, often funding them themselves or with the aid of non-USG funders such as the World Bank, and focusing on capital cities, secondary cities, and the connectivity between them. “Safe cities,” “ingenious cities,” and similar concepts are being envisioned in multiple countries. Few (n=3) respondents provided details about specific plans to take advantage of urban opportunities.
Urban growth in primary cities appears to be most rapid (n=13) and most concerning (n=11). Responses did not support the often-repeated belief that growth in Africa is primarily internal. The primary source of urban population growth appears to be migration (n=13), but respondents in eight countries, in Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and South America, considered internal growth most important.

Nearly all respondents felt there was room for investment in secondary cities by the local government, U.S. government, and private sector. Almost all (seventeen countries) believe that the private sector is best placed to invest in secondary cities. Missions in three countries felt local governments had the best opportunities, and none identified the USG as the ideal source of funding.

A majority of respondents felt they did not have access to sufficient, reliable data on urban trends. Only six felt able to make informed decisions. Most missions get their urban information from the host government or organizations that rely on host government data such as the UN (6 responses), World Bank (5), or internet sources (5).

Discussion

Both opportunities and challenges of urbanization are more likely to emerge in developing countries, where urban planning has often not been effective. Urbanization is currently fastest-growing in regions notorious for poor capacity to govern. Corruption, weak rule of law, and related problems decrease quality of life and increase the risk of violence and criminality. Foreign assistance often attempts to address this by encouraging open, transparent, and accountable governance. Since countries with higher urbanization rates show significantly better DRG scores (Figure 1), providing foreign assistance in support of urbanization might enhance opportunities for DRG reform. Strengthening existing institutions and infrastructure in urban settings may also allow aid and relief agencies to more effectively respond to future humanitarian needs.

Urbanization appears to be a required, though not sufficient condition for improved economic activity (Figure 2) and improved standard of living. Despite this, most attention in the literature appears to have been focused on undesired outcomes such as pollution. Urban and regional planning that takes multiple considerations under advisement can help prevent or alleviate many of the problems identified in our literature survey and enable cities to serve as engines for national economic growth. Many cities in developing countries are growing at a time of rapid technological change, increasingly doing so in countries that are
lower in the socioeconomic cycle. This enables incorporation of new technologies such as cellular communication, avoiding some of the costs or problems associated with older technologies such as landlines. Cities that are designed with urban biodiversity in mind contain “green infrastructure,” which also offers green space conducive to human well-being. Many cities are vulnerable to climate risks, leading the 2019 Worldwide Threat Assessment of the U.S. Intelligence Community to predict “Extreme weather events … will particularly affect urban coastal areas.” Encouragingly, relatively simple interventions such as increasing greenery and improved health education can enhance urban health while supporting other desirable endpoints. Thus, creating green spaces as part of a developing world urban improvement project would improve human physical and psychic health, have positive biodiversity impacts, and reduce climate impacts.

Many services can more efficiently be delivered in urban environments. For example, urbanization appears to allow higher educational attainment (Figure 3). This is consistent with the findings of Montgomery et al. who documented better educational outcomes for urban children and adults compared to rural ones and better outcomes in large cities than in smaller ones. The enhanced educational opportunities and health outcomes provided by cities also support economic growth and stability and create educated populations more open to ideas of DRG and gender equality. Importantly, ideas emerging from and tested in major cities can disseminate to other locations when inter-urban connectivity is high.

Respondents from U.S. missions report feeling poorly informed about the variety of challenges, needs, and opportunities offered by urban environments in their host country. Since some of their information sources rely on local government data, what they do have may be partial, inaccurate, or out of date. This is not conducive to effective action at the national scale and should be remedied. More important, however, is that missions do not appear to feel empowered or funded to aggressively act in the urban arena. These reports from the missions, some originating with USAID and others with Department of State employees, are fully congruent with an internal assessment conducted by USAID (2019) to evaluate the success of the organization’s urban policy. It found “lack of awareness of the policy,” that “staff were not required to apply the policy, were rarely advised to do so by agency leaders, and no earmarks or other dedicated funding were available to implement the policy,” and that “a perceived institutional bias for rural development … was frequently cited … as a major obstacle to … USAID’s efforts to address urbanization and sustainable urban service delivery.”

In a world that is increasingly urbanized, and where needs and opportunities are both increasingly concentrated in urban settings, foreign assistance efforts should have a strong urban focus. Of course, cities rely on food grown in rural
settings, where poverty is still far too common. Yet both the literature we reviewed and the additional analyses, interviews, and surveys we conducted suggest that foreign assistance in the United States and elsewhere has a strong bias against city dwellers. For example, in 2010, the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development (DFID) had no funds explicitly devoted to urban projects within its budget of over £1,933 million. As reviewed by International Housing Coalition, urban projects can be complex and often suffer from unclear leadership within the implementing countries, partially explaining the apparent bias. However, historical patterns related to how foreign assistance emerged in which parts of the world exhibited the greatest needs at the time might also be important. Nonetheless, fund allocation needs to shift to better confront an urbanizing world and complex urban-peri-urban-rural interactions. A full analysis of what is needed, what is already being done and by whom, and how donors can work together to reach these goals is, unfortunately, both needed and outside the scope of the current work.

Implications for science diplomacy

As the Center for Strategic and International Studies (2020) recently noted, “the United States will need to gradually shift its gaze from the Sahel to Sao Paulo and from the Hindu Kush to Kinshasa to promote economic prosperity, secure lives and livelihoods, and revitalize democracy across the globe.” The present paper is the result of a need identified within the U.S. Department of State based on similar insights. Our goal was to evaluate whether urbanization is receiving sufficient attention in the arena of foreign assistance and whether a change of policy needs to be considered.

Science diplomacy brings scientific insights and methodologies to diplomatic issues and, conversely, has diplomats helping scientists identify socially relevant issues that can benefit from scientific attention. Ideally, the work is done collaboratively all stages, starting with the conception, going on to the design and analysis, and ending in jointly drawing conclusions. This paper, which resulted from just such a collaboration, demonstrates that urbanization is a growing process directly relevant to foreign assistance, whether by the U.S. government or agencies, or other governments, such as GIZ (Germany) or DFID (United Kingdom). For example, especially as COVID-19 affects the world in dramatic ways, starting with metropolitan areas, urban health issues, including those like urban diets unrelated to COVID-19, should receive attention if U.S. foreign assistance related to health is enhanced. Urbanization also has other implications for international security.
Urbanization presents both challenges that need funding and opportunities that promise great return on investment. At the same time, there is a perception that those on the front lines lack information and tools to address what they often see as a growing but poorly addressed issue. We therefore recommend that both practitioners and policymakers pay more attention to urbanization, developing policy that explicitly recognizes its importance and identifies financial resources to be directed at urban issues that are commensurate with their growing importance, and developing toolkits that can help both inform and empower implementers. Doing this will require close collaboration between diplomacy (identifying needs and constraints) and science (offering solutions consistent with current knowledge). In addition, current processes do not allow allocation to urban areas to be distinguished from other U.S. and other foreign assistance. Establishment of clear identifiers could allow future researchers to more clearly assess both levels and effectiveness of investment in various types of urban settings.

Adopted by all UN Member States in 2015, the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development is “a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and improve the lives and prospects of everyone, everywhere.” Of the seventeen Goals adopted by Member States, only one, Goal 11, is explicitly urban. It reads “Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.” It reminds us that “hunger and fatalities could rise significantly in urban areas, without measures to ensure that poor and vulnerable residents have access to food.” It also reminds us that in the world’s greatest current health emergency, COVID-19, urban areas “are on the front line of coping with the pandemic and its lasting impacts.” As urbanization continues, cities become ever more central to the goals of both those funding foreign assistance and those receiving it. Urban areas require more attention now and into the future.
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